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If you're an expectant father, there's a surprise around every corner... Dad's Expecting Too! is a

witty and wise guide to everything you and your partner need to know about having a baby--from the

moment you discover she's pregnant to the first night home with your newborn.  Packed with the

best advice from experts and parents who have been there before, this must-have book offers

essential tips, insights, and stories about the most exhilarating, intimidating, and awesome

experience of your lives. This newly revised edition features updated health and safety information,

new resources for adoptive fathers, ideas for celebrating with "dadchelor parties," and more. The

First Few Weeks &#x95;Telling friends and family; the first doctor appointments How the Baby

Grows &#x95;Track week-by-week developments &#x95;Month-by-month pictures of a baby

Expectant Moms and Dads 101 &#x95;Happy, hormonal, nesting, and exhausted moms-to-be

&#x95;In-awe, on-call, scared, and "me too: dads-to-be Spoiling Your Partner &#x95;Massages,

gifts, and providing vital emotional support The Big Day: Labor and Delivery &#x95;Everything you'll

see, hear, do After the Baby Is Born &#x95;Feedings, surviving the first few nights, and rekindling

your love life
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Dad's Expecting Too! is like a dude's guide to understanding the most inner-workings of the entire

nine months. From tips from veteran dads to illustrations of the week-by-week growth of the baby,

all the bases are covered including the most mysterious and oft-feared pregnancy topics: pregnancy

sex! For the soon-to-be daddy, this is the perfect new read.



Harlan Cohen is one of the most widely read and respected syndicated advice columnists for people

in their teens and twenties. His column, "Help Me, Harlan!," is distributed by King Features

Syndicate. Harlan regularly tours high school and college campuses giving presentations to

students, professionals and parents. He lives in Chicago, Illinois.

I stayed ahead of where my wife was during the pregnancy, I always felt informed and had answers

to questions that came up. Just this one book kept me informed during the process. I've given

copies to several of my friends who are expectant fathers.

Useful in some areas but does not warrant 500+ pages. Made it about halfway through the book

and decided it wasn't worth my time when the book keeps telling you the way you should and

shouldn't act so as not to offend your pregnant partner. If you can't start to play that aspect by ear

as you're going through the pregnancy, then that's something you have to deal with that no amount

of reading will help. If you need advice on where to birth or what to buy to get prepared, this book

might be beneficial to you. However, in our case, we do our own research and make decisions

based on that. Things will happen during the pregnancy that will cause stress, heartache, and fuel

tempers, and that's when you as a couple have to deal with situations in your own civilized way

without either one taking the brunt of it all or getting walked all over.

My husband and I both loved this book! It was so much more straightforward than other pregnancy

books and the humor and true stories were much appreciated!

Had laughs and a cry in the same paragraph. Going to be a dad and now know how awesome it can

be.

Its basically a bunch of stories of how some guy messed up, followed by what to do correctly.

Just buy this book. I am reading for the second time. The book is well written for either gender but

guys it really gets us and the way we interpret information!

My fiancÃƒÂ© (and I) thoroughly enjoyed this book. The author is pretty funny and keeps things

light but it is packed with tons of info



My husband is finding the book informational. Not a huge fan of the writing style, but overall it's

good.
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